
Larchmont Yacht Club 

Organizing Authority (“OA”): LYC / ILCA NA  
  

ILCA ATLANTIC COAST CHAMPIONSHIPS  
JULY 8 - 10, 2022  

  

SAILING INSTRUCTIONS (SIs) 

Amendment #1 
 

To indicate that all boats shall display a streamer for their class 

Add: 
1.6 All boats shall display a colored streamer from the top of the mast for the duration of the regatta. ILCA 7 will be red and 

ILCA 4.1 will be blue. ILCA 6 shall display streamers as identified in Addendum B and online in the fleet splits list. 
 

To have appendix T and arbitration apply 

Replace 1.5 with: 
1.5 Appendix T will apply as changed below: After the last sentence of appendix T4, Arbitration Meeting Outcomes, add the 

following: If a protest hearing is held, the arbitrator will not be a member of the panel that hears the protest but will be 

permitted to observe the testimony presented and offer evidence. This changes rule T4 and rule 63.3(a). 

 
To clarify that the warning signal will be made after flag D is removed  

Replace 4.3 with: 
4.3 [DP] Flag D raised with one sound means ‘Boats shall not leave the harbor until this signal is removed with one sound. The 

warning signal will be made not less than 45 minutes after flag D is removed. 

 
To clarify wording 

14.4 Remove extraneous word “at” from the end of the first sentence 

 
To make starting sequence more equal for ILCA 6 (race 2 start, Pink and White will be second of the ILCA 6 class to 

start) 

Replace Addendum B 2.4 with  
2.4. Round Robin –  

Race 1  

First start - Pink and Yellow  

Second start - Green and White  

Race 2  

First start - Green and Yellow  

Second start - Pink and White  

Race 3  

First start - Pink and Green  

Second start - Yellow and White  

   All races following will use the same color rotation 
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